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This paper uses an infinite-horizon model based on individual maximizing behavior to study whether explosive price-level paths unrelated to monetary growth—speculative hyperinflations—can be equilibrium paths under rational expectations. In a pure fiat money regime, speculative hyperinflations can be excluded only through severe restrictions on individual preferences; but when the government fractionally backs the currency by guaranteeing a minimal real redemption value for money, speculative hyperinflations are impossible, even if agents are not completely certain that they can redeem their money in any given period. The analysis also confirms that implosive price-level paths and divergent paths for capital asset prices are not equilibria under either monetary regime.

Knife-edge stability is a common property of dynamic monetary models assuming perfect foresight or rational expectations. Because expectations are self-fulfilling in these models, unstable price paths are fueled in part by speculative anticipations unrelated to market funda-
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mentals, and for this reason, the unique convergent path (the saddle path) is generally assumed to be the equilibrium path of the system. But while this empirically plausible assumption yields sensible results, the aggregative models in which it is applied are typically not sufficiently detailed to allow one to prove that the saddle path is the unique equilibrium path. Brock (1974, 1975) advanced a monetary model based on a complete specification of infinitely lived individuals' preferences and showed how speculative hyperinflations and hyperdeflations might be ruled out. His model and conclusions have provided an important justification for the use of the saddle-path assumption in other macro models with rational expectations.¹

This paper reexamines those conclusions in a similar maximizing model incorporating productive capital as well as money. Under a pure fiat monetary system, speculative hyperinflationary price-level paths cannot be ruled out as equilibria unless a somewhat unintuitive restriction is imposed on agents' utility functions. An identical restriction is needed to eliminate hyperinflations in Brock's (1974, 1975) model, and a similar one is needed in other models of pure fiat money.² We argue that this restriction is economically unreasonable and show it implies that agents would have infinitely negative utility if they held zero real balances.

Speculative paths can be eliminated without such restrictions on preferences provided the government fractionally backs the currency by standing ready to redeem each dollar for a small amount of capital. Agents need not have complete faith in the government's promise; even a small probability that the government will redeem dollars for capital turns out to be sufficient to preclude speculative hyperinflations.³

¹ See, e.g., Lucas (1975), Kouri (1976), and Fischer (1979). Flood and Garber (1980) have attempted to provide further justification for the saddle-path assumption by testing it empirically on data from the German hyperinflation.

² Brock (1978) demonstrates that this restriction is needed to preclude explosive (but not implosive) price paths in a continuous-time version of his discrete-time model. In this paper we show that the restriction is needed in the discrete-time case as well. Brock and Scheinkman (1980) prove that a similar condition eliminates hyperinflationary equilibria in certain overlapping-generations models of fiat money. Scheinkman (1980) does the same in a variant of the Clower (1967) cash-in-advance model, as does Gray (1982) in a model where money is assumed to reduce transaction costs.

³ Brock (1982b) shows that the government can prevent speculative hyperinflations by introducing an arbitrarily small tax-financed real subsidy proportional to nominal money holdings. He first conjectured the result that even a small probability of government intervention eliminates speculative paths. Wallace (1981), in a nonstochastic overlapping-generations model, advances a government intervention scheme similar to the one studied in this paper; but in his setup money is backed by the perishable consumption good rather than by a durable asset.
I. The Model

In this section we study the pricing of pure fiat money and productive capital in an economy of infinitely lived, utility-maximizing agents with perfect foresight. As in Brock (1974, 1975), a demand for money arises through the assumption that an agent’s direct utility depends on his stock of real balances as well as his consumption level.\(^1\)

Each of the identical agents lives forever and maximizes the present discounted value of his utility stream,

\[
W = \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t [u(c_t) + v(m_t)], \quad \beta < 1, \quad (1)
\]

where \(c_t\) denotes consumption and \(m_t\) is the ratio of nominal money holdings \(M_t\) to the price level \(P_t\). The functions \(u(\cdot)\) and \(v(\cdot)\) are increasing in their respective arguments, strictly concave, differentiable on the open interval \((0,\infty)\), and they obey the Inada conditions: \(\lim_{c \to 0} u'(c) = \infty, \lim_{c \to \infty} u'(c) = 0, \lim_{m \to 0} v'(m) = \infty, \lim_{m \to \infty} v'(m) = 0\).

Individuals may hold two assets, fiat money and nondepreciating capital. A unit of capital yields a fixed physical return of \(r\) units of the perishable consumption good at the end of each period.\(^5\) At the beginning of each period, a typical agent receives from the government a transfer of \(h_t\) units of the consumption good. The individual’s flow budget constraint is therefore

\[
A_t - A_{t-1} = P_t r k_{t-1} + (Q_t - Q_{t-1}) k_{t-1} + P_t h_t - P_t c_t. \quad (2)
\]

In (2), \(A_t\) denotes nominal assets in period \(t\); \(k_t\) denotes physical capital holdings; \(Q_t\) is the money price of capital; and \(M_0\) and \(k_0\) are given.

The wealth constraint is

\[
A_t = M_t + Q_t k_t. \quad (3)
\]

\(^1\) The model of this section is a discrete-time version of the model in Obstfeld (1982). Like Brock, we focus on the case of a separable utility function. If instead real money balances and the consumption good are substitutes, there may be multiple convergent equilibria, even if both goods are everywhere normal (see Obstfeld 1982). The present paper ignores the possibility that there may exist more than one convergent equilibrium path. It is concerned only with the possibility that an economy possessing a single convergent equilibrium path may also possess divergent equilibrium paths. Calvo (1978, 1979) and Taylor (1977), the latter in the context of a descriptive model, describe economies with multiple convergent rational expectations equilibria.

\(^5\) A unit of capital may thus be thought of as a Lucas (1978) “tree” with a nonstochastic yield.
The necessary first-order (Euler) conditions for the individual’s problem are

\[ u'(c_t)/P_t = [v'(M_t/P_t)/P_t] + [\beta u'(c_{t+1})/P_{t+1}], \tag{4} \]

\[ u'(c_t)q_t = \beta u'(c_{t+1})(q_{t+1} + r), \tag{5} \]

where \( q_t \equiv Q_t/P_t \) is the real price of capital. Condition (4) states that along an optimal path, the utility cost of obtaining $1.00 at time \( t \) must equal the utility gain from holding that dollar for a period and converting it back into consumption at time \( t + 1 \). Similarly, condition (5) states that the individual cannot gain from buying an extra unit of capital at time \( t \) and converting it back into consumption at time \( t + 1 \).

Markets clear at the beginning of each period. The total supply of capital in the economy, \( k \), is fixed and is divided between the portion held by the government, \( k^g \), and the portion held by the public, \( k - k^g \). There is no government consumption, and the money supply is constant at level \( M \). The earnings \( rk^g \) on the government’s capital holdings are fully rebated to the public in the form of the transfers \( h_t \).

In equilibrium, the private demand for consumption during period \( t \), \( c_t \), must equal the economy’s output \( y \equiv rk \). Furthermore, the demand for nominal balances, \( M_t \), must equal the supply \( M \) for all \( t \). By combining the market-clearing conditions with the necessary Euler conditions (4) and (5), we obtain two first-order difference equations in \( m \) and \( q \):

\[ \beta u'(y)m_{t+1} = m_t[u'(y) - v'(m_t)], \tag{6} \]

\[ q_{t+1} = (q_t/\beta) - r. \tag{7} \]

Note that equation (6) is identical to the equation describing the dynamics of Brock’s (1974, 1975) monetary model. The dynamics of real money balances \( m \) and the real price of capital \( q \) are independent here for two reasons. First, the capital stock is given and cannot be augmented through saving. Second, the instantaneous utility function is separable.

While there are many Euler paths for \( m \) and \( q \)—paths which satisfy (6) and (7)—not all are equilibrium paths. We now discuss conditions under which all but one of these “candidate” equilibria can be ruled out.

6 The first-order conditions (4) and (5) are obtained by maximizing the Lagrangian

\[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta'^t[u(c_t) + v(M_t/P_t)] + \gamma_t(A_t - M_t - Q_k) \]

\[- \lambda_t[A_t - A_{t-1} - (P_t + Q_t - Q_{t-1})k_{t-1} - P_th_t + P_k\xi_t] \]

with respect to \( c_t, A_t, M_t, \) and \( k_t \) and then eliminating the multipliers \( \lambda_t, \lambda_{t+1}, \) and \( \gamma_t \) from the resulting expressions.
II. The Transversality and Infeasibility Conditions

This section begins by showing that the unique path for the real price of capital consistent with economy-wide equilibrium is the steady-state path, \( q_t = \bar{q} = \beta r/(1 - \beta) \) for all \( t \). A condition on agents' utility functions under which all but a single, constant, nominal price-level path can be ruled out is then established and interpreted.

To rule out paths for \( q \) originating below \( \bar{q} \), rewrite the Euler-path equation (7) in the form

\[
q_{t+1} - \bar{q} = (1/\beta)(q_t - \bar{q})
\]

and observe that if \( q_0 < \bar{q}, q_t \) must become negative in finite time. Such implosive \( q \) paths are infeasible under the assumption that agents can freely dispose of both capital and money. Explosive \( q \) paths—those originating above \( \bar{q} \)—can be excluded by the following transversality argument.\(^7\) Applying successive substitutions to (5), one obtains the necessary condition

\[
u'(c_t)q_t = \sum_{s=1}^{T} \beta^s u'(c_{t+s})r + \beta^T u'(c_{t+T})q_{t+T}.
\]

Equation (9) implies that, along an optimal path, the utility gain from converting a unit of capital into consumption at time \( t \) and repurchasing the capital at time \( t + T \) must equal the utility value of the interest earnings forgone in the interim. But it is also necessary for optimality that the utility gain from consuming a unit of capital at time \( t \), \( u'(c_t)q_t \), not exceed the utility value of the interest earnings forgone if the capital is never repurchased, \( \sum_{s=1}^{\infty} \beta^s u'(c_{t+s})r \). As (9) shows, the latter condition can hold only if \( \lim_{T \to \infty} \beta^T u'(c_{t+T})q_{t+T} = 0 \). When \( q \) originates above \( \bar{q} \), the foregoing limit is, by (8), strictly positive. Faced with a \( q \) path that violates the transversality condition in this manner, all individuals would wish to reduce their capital holdings permanently. Since this is not possible in the aggregate, explosive \( q \) paths are not equilibrium paths. Thus \( q_t = \bar{q} \) for all \( t \) is necessary for equilibrium.\(^8\)

Having established that divergent speculative paths cannot arise on the nonmonetary side of our model, we now study conditions under

\(^7\) The intuitive interpretation of the transversality condition presented below draws heavily on Gray (1982). The necessity of transversality conditions is discussed by Benveniste and Scheinkman (1982) and by Weitzman (1973). Brock (1982a) applies their results in a stochastic model of real capital asset pricing.

\(^8\) Strictly speaking, the transversality condition for the individual's problem is \( \lim_{T \to \infty} \beta^T u'(c_{t+T})q_{t+T} = 0 \) if the individual can reduce his capital holdings to zero but not below zero (see Gray and Salant 1981). Because we have assumed here that all individuals are identical, however, each individual will hold the same positive quantity of capital along an equilibrium path for the economy.
which the path of the price level is unique. For this purpose it is convenient to employ the diagrammatic technique introduced by Brock (1974, 1975). Define \( A(m) \equiv m[u'(y) - v'(m)] \) and \( B(m) = \beta u'(y)m \). Euler-path equation (6) may then be written \( A(m_i) = B(m_{i+1}) \). As shown in figures 1 and 2, the \( B(m) \) schedule is a straight line of slope \( \beta u'(y) \) emanating from the origin. By the Inada condition \( \lim_{m \to 0} v'(m) = \infty \), the \( A(m) \) schedule intersects the horizontal axis at
$\ddot{m} > 0$, where $v'(\ddot{m}) = u'(\gamma)$. Because $v(\cdot)$ is strictly concave, $A(m)$ is positive and increasing for $m > \ddot{m}$, and $A(m)$ is negative for $0 < m < \ddot{m}$. Since $\beta < 1$, $A(m)$ and $B(m)$ intersect at some $\dddot{m} > \ddot{m}$. This positive steady-state level of real balances $\dddot{m}$ can be shown to be unique.\footnote{Clearly, $B(\dddot{m}) > A(\dddot{m}) = 0$. Because $v''(m) < 0$ and $\lim_{m \to \infty} v'(m) = 0$, $A(m)$ and $B(m)$ intersect at least once at some $\dddot{m} > \ddot{m}$. Uniqueness of $\dddot{m}$ is an immediate consequence of the strict concavity of $v(\cdot)$.}

Whether the two schedules also intersect at $m = 0$ depends on the shape of $v(\cdot)$ for $m < \ddot{m}$. If $\lim_{m \to 0} A(m) = -\lim_{m \to 0} mv'(m) < 0$, we have the configuration of figure 1. If instead $\lim_{m \to 0} mv'(m) = 0$, we have that of figure 2.\footnote{If $-\lim_{m \to 0} mv'(m) = -\infty$, e.g., when $v(m) = m^{1-R}/(1 - R)$ and $R > 1$, the $A(m)$ schedule cuts the vertical axis only at $-\infty$.}

In figure 1 we illustrate a time path of real balances $\{m_0, m_1, m_2, \ldots\}$ originating at $m_0 > \dddot{m}$. Such paths are explosive and may be ruled out because they violate a necessary transversality condition.\footnote{As $m_0 \to \infty$, Euler-path eq. (6) becomes, approximately, $m_{t+1} = m_t/\beta$. Eventually, therefore, the price level falls at rate $\beta$.} Iterating equation (4) forward, we obtain its multiperiod analogue,

$$u'(c_t)/P_t = \sum_{s=0}^{T-1} [\beta^s v'(m_{t+s})/P_{t+s}] + [\beta^T u'(c_{T+t})/P_{T+t}]. \quad (10)$$

By taking the limit of (10) as $T \to \infty$, one sees the necessity of the transversality condition $\lim_{T \to \infty} [\beta^T u'(c_{T+t})/P_{T+t}] = 0$. This condition ensures that an individual cannot raise his welfare by permanently reducing his nominal balances by $1.00$. (See also Brock 1975.) While explosive real balance paths originating above $\dddot{m}$ violate the transversality condition, the steady-state Euler path, $m_t = \dddot{m}$ for all $t$, does not. Because the steady-state path is also feasible, it is therefore an equilibrium path.

Consider next paths originating at $m_0 < \dddot{m}$. Along these speculative hyperinflationary paths, real balances decline over time even though the nominal money stock is constant. We now argue that all such paths may be ruled out as equilibria if, and only if, the following infeasibility condition holds:

$$\lim_{m \to 0} mv'(m) > 0. \quad (11)$$

The argument is as follows. First, return to figure 1, which is drawn on the assumption that (11) does hold. By inspection, any solution to (6) initiated by $m_0 < \dddot{m}$ requires that $m_t$ eventually become negative. These paths are infeasible and may therefore be excluded from the class of possible equilibrium paths. It follows that when (11) is assumed, the steady-state path is the unique equilibrium path.

When $mv'(m) \to 0$ as $m \to 0$, as in figure 2, most Euler paths starting
to the left of $\bar{m}$ are again infeasible. However, Euler paths which pass through $\bar{m}$, such as the one depicted in figure 2, are not infeasible: While the price level becomes and remains infinite after a finite number of periods, real balances need not become negative to generate a path satisfying (6).

To show that these speculative hyperinflationary Euler paths are equilibrium paths, we must answer two questions. First, why do agents hold positive real balances at any time if they expect the price level to become and remain infinite after a finite number of periods? The reason is that $\bar{m}$, the equilibrium real money stock in the period before the price level becomes infinite, satisfies $\nu'(\bar{m}) = u'(y)$. Thus, agents are content to hold $\bar{m} > 0$ without attempting to increase consumption above $y$. The utility gained by consuming a dollar just equals that lost through the concomitant reduction in real balances. The individual is not concerned that his dollars will be worthless next period.\(^{13}\)

The second question relates to the assumption $\nu'(0) = \infty$. Since the marginal utility of money grows without bound as $m \to 0$, will it not pay for the individual at some point to “consume a little less and harvest a large marginal utility from money services”?\(^{14}\) To answer this, we consider the transversality argument: Suppose that an individual permanently adds a dollar to his money holdings at some time $t$ before the price level jumps to infinity. If the price level becomes infinite at time $t + L$, then $\nu'(m_{t+L-1}) = \nu'(\bar{m}) = u'(y)$; and by setting $T = L - 1$ in (10) and assuming equilibrium we obtain

$$u'(y)/P_t = \sum_{s=0}^{L-1} [\beta^{s} \nu'(m_{t+s})/P_{t+s}].$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The gain from holding an extra dollar forever when it is known that money will lose its purchasing power at time $t + L$ is given by

$$\sum_{s=0}^{L-1} [\beta^{s} \nu'(M/P_{t+s})/P_{t+s}] + \lim_{P \to \infty} \left\{ \sum_{s=L}^{\infty} [\beta^{s} \nu'(M/P)/P] \right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

\(^{12}\) Strictly speaking, the derivation of first-order conditions in the previous section assumed finite prices. We therefore proceed from first principles in arguing below that paths along which $m \to 0$ in finite time can be equilibrium paths. It is worth noting that when $\lim_{m \to 0} \nu'(m) < u'(y)$ (contrary to the assumption in the text), the $A(m)$ schedule does not intersect the horizontal axis but is always above it. In this case, any path originating to the left of $\bar{m}$ is an equilibrium path (provided $\bar{m} > 0$). Along such paths, the price level approaches infinity asymptotically.

\(^{13}\) The possibility of speculative hyperinflationary paths in this pure fiat money model does not disappear when agents' lives are finite. If $\lim_{m \to 0} m\nu'(m) = 0$ and agents choose an initial real balance level that leads them to hold real balances $\bar{m}$ at some point before their lives end, the price level will still become infinite in the next period.

\(^{14}\) Brock (1975, p. 138) uses this argument to rule out hyperinflationary equilibrium paths.
When \( \lim_{m \to 0} m v'(m) = 0 \), expression (13) equals the right-hand side of (12), and so the gain from holding an additional dollar forever just equals the utility forgone to obtain the dollar at time \( t \).

Of course, if \( \lim_{m \to 0} m v'(m) > 0 \), then the limit in (13) is positive and (13) therefore exceeds the right-hand side of (12). In this case, each individual would try to permanently increase his nominal money holdings along implosive real balance paths, but he would do so because the infeasibility condition (11) implies that money has intrinsic value for him even when the price level is infinite. Evidently, the infeasibility condition (11), which is necessary for price-level uniqueness in this model, places a very severe restriction on the utility function \( v(\cdot) \). The severity of this restriction is illustrated by the following:

**Theorem:** If \( \lim_{m \to 0} m v'(m) > 0 \), then \( \lim_{m \to 0} v(m) = -\infty \).

**Proof:** Because \( v'(m) > 0 \), \( \lim_{m \to 0} v(m) \equiv a \) exists but may equal \( -\infty \). Suppose (contrary to the assertion of the theorem) that \( a \) is finite. If \( \lim_{m \to 0} m v'(m) > 0 \), there exists a positive number \( b \) and a level of real balances \( m^* \) such that \( m v'(m) \geq b \) for all \( m < m^* \). The strict concavity of \( v(\cdot) \) implies that, for \( m < m^* \), \( v(m) - a > m v'(m) \geq b \). But if \( a \) is finite, \( m \) can be chosen small enough so that \( m < m^* \) and \( v(m) - a < b \); and this contradicts the foregoing string of inequalities. Therefore, \( a = \lim_{m \to 0} v(m) = -\infty \).

The theorem shows how important money must be if speculative hyperinflationary equilibria are to be excluded under a pure fiat monetary system. It must be true that if an agent is deprived of his real balances, no finite increase in his endowment of the consumption good can restore him to his previous utility level. This requirement seems inconsistent with the view that the utility-of-money function \( v(\cdot) \) captures money’s role in reducing the frictions that would characterize a complex barter economy.\(^{16} \)

\(^{15}\) Note, however, that the converse of the theorem is not true. Thus, the assumption \( \lim_{m \to 0} v(m) = -\infty \) is necessary, but not sufficient, to preclude speculative hyperinflationary equilibria. A concave function \( v(\cdot) \) such that \( v(m) = [\log (m)]^{1/2} \) for \( m \leq \exp (-\frac{\pi}{2}) \) has the property that \( \lim_{m \to 0} v(m) = -\infty \) but also satisfies \( \lim_{m \to 0} m v'(m) = 0 \). Note, however, that if \( v'(0) = -\infty \) and \( P \to \infty \) in finite time, the individual’s maximization problem has no solution. The interpretation of hyperinflationary (but feasible) Euler paths becomes problematic in this case.

\(^{16}\) Brock (1974) contains a brief discussion of the money-in-the-utility-function approach. He shows that the latter is equivalent to assuming that each agent derives utility from consumption and leisure, where leisure is an increasing function of real balances because money saves transactions time. However, that story does not provide a plausible rationalization for the infeasibility condition (11). While it may be reasonable to assume that utility is infinitely negative when leisure is zero, it is not reasonable to assume that an agent who does not hold money will have no leisure time. Gray (1982) specifies a somewhat different role for money, one in which real balances reduce the output cost of transactions rather than their cost in terms of leisure. The condition necessary for uniqueness of equilibrium in Gray’s model is formally identical to (11),
III. The Uniqueness of Equilibrium under Fractional Backing

The previous sections have assumed a pure fiat monetary system and ignored the possibility that the government might back money by standing ready to redeem each dollar for a specified amount of some real asset. This section shows that government backing can eliminate speculative hyperinflationary equilibria, even if that backing is uncertain and arbitrarily small.

Consider initially a monetary regime under which the government promises to redeem each dollar bill for $\epsilon$ units of capital but does not offer to sell money for capital.\(^{17}\) Because the price of capital in terms of consumption must equal its steady-state value $\bar{q}$ in equilibrium, the government’s promise in effect guarantees that $1.00$ can always buy at least $\epsilon \bar{q}$ units of consumption. It is assumed that $\epsilon$ is chosen to be sufficiently small that $1/\epsilon \bar{q} > \bar{P}$, where $\bar{P}$ is the steady-state price level. The official backing is thus fractional in the sense that the real output obtained by returning $1.00$ to the government is less than what could be obtained by selling the dollar on the market in steady-state equilibrium.

Feasibility of the government’s policy requires that the government have access to sufficient reserves of capital to purchase the entire money stock $M$ at the support price $\epsilon$. Otherwise, speculative inflationary paths involving a sudden run on the government’s reserves cannot be excluded.\(^{18}\) The government’s reserve stock naturally includes at least the physical capital it owns ($k^S$).\(^{19}\)

To see how a feasible fractional backing arrangement can eliminate speculative hyperinflationary paths, it is convenient to assume that $\epsilon$ is chosen sufficiently small that $\bar{P} \equiv 1/\epsilon \bar{q} > \bar{P}$, that is, so that $u'(\gamma) - v'(M/\bar{P}) < 0$.\(^{20}\) With fractional backing the aggregate nominal money stock is endogenous, for it may fall at a point in time should agents

---

\(^{17}\) The asset used to back the currency may be thought of as “gold” that appreciates in real terms at a fixed exogenous rate $r$. We analyze capital backing rather than gold backing here in order to avoid modeling the role of gold in consumption and/or production. But our results would clearly carry over to a model in which currency is redeemable in terms of gold.

\(^{18}\) Salant (1983) studies how runs can occur under government price-fixing schemes and provides references to related literature. Note that while runs may occur if backing is insufficient, they do not occur of necessity in the present context.

\(^{19}\) The government’s potential reserves are larger if it can issue bonds that are perfect substitutes for capital, financing interest payments through taxation.

\(^{20}\) This assumption is made solely for expository purposes; higher values of $\epsilon$ will prevent speculative hyperinflations provided the government has the resources to buy back the money supply at the quoted price.
decide to trade in their money. An equilibrium price-level path for real balances must still be governed by (4). Equation (14) below is the same as (4) except that we have substituted the equilibrium condition \( c_t = c_{t+1} = \gamma \):

\[
[u'(y) - v'(M_t/P_t)]/P_t = \beta u'(y)/P_{t+1}.
\]

(14)

Note, however, that \( P_t \) can never exceed \( \bar{P} \), for an arbitrage opportunity inconsistent with equilibrium would exist if the nominal market price of capital, \( P/\bar{q} \), were to exceed the government’s selling price, \( \bar{P}/\bar{q} = 1/\epsilon \). Obviously, no money is ever turned in for capital while \( P_t < \bar{P} \). The steady-state path of the pure fiat money economy, with \( M_t = M \) and \( P_t = \bar{P} \) for all \( t \), remains an equilibrium path under our new assumptions. But it is easy to see that speculative hyperinflationary paths can now be ruled out even if \( \lim_{m \to 0} m^v(m) = 0 \). Suppose that \( \{P_t\} \) is an equilibrium path with \( P_0 > \bar{P} \). Let \( P_T = \max \{P_t | P_t < \bar{P}\} \). By (14), \( P_T \) must be below \( \bar{P} \), so that \( u'(y) - v'(M/P_T) > 0 \), while \( P_{T+1} \) must exceed \( P_T \) and therefore equal \( \bar{P} \). But there is no \( M_{T+1} \leq M \) such that \( u'(y) - v'(M_{T+1}/\bar{P}) \geq 0 \). Thus, there is no price level \( P_{T+2} \) satisfying (14) and \( \{P_t\} \) is not an equilibrium path.

The government’s intervention need not be certain as we have assumed. Even the possibility of intervention suffices to rule out speculative paths. Assume now that in any period the government sells capital for money at nominal price \( 1/\epsilon \) with a probability \( \pi \) that does not depend on what has occurred in previous periods. Let \( P_0 > \bar{P} \) be the initial price level of some Euler path. Agents now maximize expected utility, but as long as \( P \) lies below \( \bar{P} \), the path of the economy does not depend on the realization of the government’s coin flip. Again, let \( P_T \) be the highest price level on that path below \( \bar{P} \). In period \( T + 1 \), the price level equals \( \bar{P} \) (with probability \( \pi \)) or \( P_{T+1} \geq \bar{P} \) (with probability \( 1 - \pi \)); thus \( [u'(y) - v'(M/P_T)]/P_T = \beta u'(y)(\pi/\bar{P}) + [(1 - \pi)/P_{T+1}] \). Regardless of the outcome, \( u'(y) - v'(M_{T+1}) < 0 \), so that there is no distribution of the price level for period \( T + 2 \) consistent with equilibrium.

The backing schemes we have been considering preclude speculative hyperinflations even though the government need never actually execute the exchange it offers to make. The government is thus able to guarantee that the economy follows the steady-state path. Because consumption is the same along all paths but real balances are higher on the steady-state path than on any speculative hyperinflationary path, a backing scheme may also guarantee that all individuals are better off.  

21 Strictly speaking, the analysis presented here does not permit us to conclude that a system of fractional backing is definitely Pareto superior to a pure fiat money regime.
IV. Conclusions

This paper has used an infinite-horizon monetary model based on individual maximizing behavior to study whether divergent speculative price-level paths can be equilibrium paths under rational expectations. The model confirms the standard results that explosive and implosive paths for capital asset prices and implosive price-level paths are inconsistent with equilibrium. Under a regime of pure fiat money, however, explosive price-level paths—speculative hyperinflations—can be ruled out only when severe restrictions are placed on individual preferences. In particular, agents must have infinitely negative utility when their real balances are zero. The theorem yielding this conclusion can be applied to similarly interpret the conditions needed to preclude speculative hyperinflations in other models of pure fiat money.

If the government fractionally backs the currency by guaranteeing a minimal real redemption value for money, the problem of speculative hyperinflation disappears.\textsuperscript{22} Even though the government need never exercise its redemption guarantee, hyperinflationary equilibria, in which the welfare of all is lower than in the steady-state equilibrium, are eliminated. As Brock (1982b) has conjectured, speculative hyperinflations can be ruled out even if agents are not completely certain that they can redeem their money in any given period.
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\textsuperscript{22} It should be apparent from the analysis presented here that if the paper on which pure fiat money is printed has some small intrinsic value, then speculative hyperinflations can be ruled out without a government backing guarantee. While it is clear that paper money can be burned or used as wallpaper, we still regard it as an empirical question whether the scattered bits of paper would have a nonzero exchange value in a nonmonetary equilibrium. The costs associated with gathering up enough paper money to heat a building or wallpaper a room might make it unprofitable to use paper money for these purposes.


